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Message from FOSS

Experiential learning is particularly essential to achieve the missions and objectives of teaching and 

learning of the Faculty of Social Sciences to produce students with a global perspective who are critical 

thinkers, socially aware, ready to embrace diversity and seek to make an impact on society.

Social Innovator in China is a new initiative first launched in summer 2021 in offering opportunities 

for students to learn the entrepreneurial process and to create out-of-the-box solutions with first-hand 

experience working in innovative social enterprises, interacting with changemakers and understand how 

the system works for social enterprises. We realize the importance of enabling creative responses to the 

various kinds of challenges and limitations in society, as well as our next generation’s need, that’s why the 

project is characterized as follows –

• Foster democratic citizenship and community responsibility by attempting to resolve common 

problems 

• Develop the skills of being enterprising, which provide students with an attitude towards learning, 

which rewards and supports innovation, change and development 

• Value networking, mentoring and community-building

Our students have been greatly benefited from SeedInVenture’s extensive network, to be able to interact 

with different founders and changemakers in the social innovation sector. Students in particular value the 

first-hand experience with stakeholders to learn about the issues, challenges and adaptation to a local 

context. This collection of students’ works is a celebration of their learning, as well as to spread out the 

stories behind these social enterprises, to acknowledge their offering to the society.  

With the COVID-19 situation, the project has adopted an online version. With more migration of 

educational activities to online communities, virtual platforms and communication channels have enabled 

new, intensive, intertwined cultural awareness on local, national and global level. This digital experiential 

opportunity is a pilot project in exploring pedagogical possibilities as well as cultivating an online learning 

community among its stakeholders. 

Each student-group has pitched a social startup idea at the end of the journey, integrating concepts and 

understandings developed along the experience as well as academic knowledge. We have seen many 

creative ideas generated from this project and we are looking forward to further engage our students 

with social enterprises in deep conversation to co-imagine possible innovative solutions again in the near 

future. 

Message from SeedInVenture

We believe in social innovation. We have faith in young people. That’s why, since its establishment in 

2017, SEEDInVenture has been encouraging and facilitating cross-sector social innovation, and nurturing 

young social entrepreneurs with a global perspective. That is also the reason that made us part of the 

Social Innovators in China: Collaboration, Creativity, and Impact program. Co-organizing this program 

with Hong Kong University, we hope to gain an in-depth understanding of the social innovation and 

entrepreneurship landscape in China, and systematically explore and showcase the unique and valuable 

experiences and cases of social enterprises. We aim to empower students from diverse backgrounds to 

explore Chinese social innovators through a hands-on, action-oriented learning process.

 

The program dated back to December 2020. The original idea is to have students conduct on-site 

interviews with stakeholders of impactful social enterprises in mainland China. We were looking forward 

to sending students to the SEs, visiting where the magic of social innovation begins, and have close 

talks with social entrepreneurs in person. What we were not expecting is the coming of COVID-19. As 

social distancing and travel restrictions become part of our daily life, we decided to run the program in a 

blended form. Given the global COVID situation, we later made a difficult decision - moving everything 

online - while busy adjusting student numbers and approaching to SEs.

 

This eight-week program kicked off with three orientation workshops, followed by two rounds of 

communications and virtual interviews, seven weekly debriefings getting 11 students and the SEEDInVenture 

team connected, and delivers booklets and reports depicting 22 social enterprises.

 

We want to extend our gratitude to all the social enterprises engaged in the program for being open and 

honest when sharing their stories. Special thanks to the guest speakers of the orientation workshops, 

for sharing their understanding of social innovation in mainland China, solution journalism, and how to 

tell impactful stories. A big thank you to HKU staff who worked hand-in-hand with SEEDInVenture and 

make this program a success. We also appreciate the hard work of HKU students. We see hope in them, 

in young people around the world, for creating a brighter future with the power of social innovation and 

global citizenship.

 

In a time of unprecedented volatility, we believe stories of SEs will help people, especially young people 

with a passion for social innovation and changes, to find purpose in this moment of crisis, and inspire 

others to hope and act. We hope this year’s program can trigger more exchanges between Hong Kong 

and mainland China on social innovation and entrepreneurship, through solution journalism or in-depth 

analysis, which would be made available to a wider audience.
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About Social Innovators in China

As China’s economy transitions towards maturity, where conversations of balanced growth and common 

prosperity replace growth at all costs, social innovation and entrepreneurship has been increasingly 

recognized by the public as alternative means to turn critical societal problems into opportunities for 

better outcomes. From the introduction of the first nation-wide social enterprise certification system, 

to the formulation of supportive regulatory guidelines by municipal governments, and the growth of a 

wide range of social investment approaches, China witnessed a burgeoning development of its social 

innovation ecosystem over the past decade. Behind this vibrant scene are the social innovators who play 

a catalytic role in piloting and scaling sector-bending, market-based solutions to social problems. Many of 

them are indeed trailblazers in their chosen fields. Driven by a strong sense of responsibility and desire for 

real impact, they dare to travel the road less traveled and persist despite adversity. Yet, their unique and 

valuable experiences have not gained much international spotlight due to cultural, language and funding 

barriers. To truly understand social innovation in China, one needs to start with the social innovators. 

The Social innovators in China: Creativity, Collaboration and Impact program was conceptualized with 

the aim of empowering university students from diverse backgrounds to explore the stories of Chinese 

social innovators through a hands-on, action-oriented learning process. It is the first collaboration 

between Experiential Learning at the Faculty of Social Science, HKU and SeedInVenture. The program 

started with introducing basic theories and tools related to social innovation and entrepreneurship to 

students through a one-day workshop and ushering them into the Chinese context with sharing by the 

leading practitioners in the field. It also shared with students methods of solution journalism and creative 

writing as possible ways to conceptualize and deliver their impact stories. Although physical traveling 

was disrupted by the COVID-19 outbreak, students were able to meet the social innovators online, work 

collaboratively to conduct in-depth research and critical reflections leveraging technology. 

As you will read from the following chapters, 22 social innovation cases were presented in the areas 

of health and well-being (SDG 3), education (SDG 4) and sustainable cities and communities (SDG 11). 

We use the Sustainable Development Goal as a unifying framework. Each case consists of two parts - 

a bilingual organization profile and a story of the hero behind the scene, which were part of students’ 

project output from the program. While the organization profiles were designed by students to introduce 

the organizations to their future community members and stakeholders, the stories that follow vividly 

portrayed the social innovators by tracing their personal journeys and future aspirations.

With Social innovators in China,  we hope to tell the stories of the Chinese social innovators to a wider 

audience and let the world see a vibrant China with people from all walks of life doing extraordinary 

things to make change from the ground up. At the same time, we hope that more young people can 

embrace social innovation as a mindset, be an agent of positive change, and more importantly, know 

where to start.
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Chapter 1: Chapter 1: 
Good Health Good Health 
and Well-beingand Well-being
Sustainable Development Goal 3 of the United Nations 2030 Agenda 

for Sustainable Development is to “ensure healthy lives and promote 

well-being for all at all ages”. In this chapter, we present eight social 

enterprises that are committed to promoting good health and well-

being of people in need. 

TangTangQuan provides professional education and technology 

solutions to patients of Type 1 diabetes. Rare and Roll strives to build an 

i nclusive society through promoting accessible tourism. MeihaoPsych 

raises awareness of mental wellbeing and is committed to make 

accredited psychology content one click away for everyone. While the 

remaining five social enterprises were all established to serve the elderly, 

each does it from a unique perspective with business model innovation. 

Longlive focuses on age-friendly retrofitting with an operation model 

of “assessment + products + services’’. i-Zhaohu develops all-inclusive 

care services everaging  the internet of things, AI and big data with a 

pay for performance model. People Strong works to transform all types 

of elderly care from the traditional mode of operation to one that is 

digitization with smart elderly care solutions. Shifangyuan is committed 

to providing quality hospice care for the elderly and professionalizing 

the industry through training and advocacy. Jian Ai specializes in non-

medicinal treatment and early intervention of dementia.

Chapter 1: Chapter 1: 
Good Health Good Health 
and Well-beingand Well-being
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Zeng Xifeng, CEO and Founder of TangTangQuan

糖糖圈 
TangTangQuan
Only when putting themselves in the shoes of the patients can entrepreneurs 
provide suitable services and products that customers are willing to pay for, 
and maintain their financial sustainability.
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Chapter 1: Good Health and Well-being
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Chapter 1: Good Health and Well-being
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Chapter 1: Good Health and Well-being

During the interview, Mr Zeng Xifeng, CEO and Founder of TangTangQuan, shared with us his personal 

story, the social enterprise’s development and his vision for the mobile health industry.

 

“I am determined to run TangTangQuan until my daughter become 18.” Mr Zeng shared with us that 

his daughter was found to have neonatal diabetes mellitus when she was born. Since then, he has started 

to do research about type 1 diabetes (T1D) and found that there were insufficient medical and mental 

support to T1D patients. So the idea of initiating TangTangQuan was formed in order to provide a platform 

to facilitate mutual support between patients’ families and increase the opportunities for them to access 

medical knowledge and support. Under the support of the doctor of Mr Zeng’s daughter, Mr Zeng could 

start up TangTangQuan quickly. However, he still faced many challenges after founding the project, in 

which fierce competition and financial imbalance might be the biggest two. In 2014, there was a large 

amount of capital flow to mobile health industry. TangTangQuan project faced deficit financing under 

fierce competition for around 4 years. We asked Mr Zeng what made him persist under the lack of income. 

He mentioned, “because of the original impetus. When I faced difficulties, I kept reminding myself about 

the goal of running TangTangQuan until my daughter become 18. It maybe hard but the mission of life is 

to create meaning.” The original impetus of building a better life for his daughter and even the whole T1D 

community motivates Mr Zeng to run TangTangQuan until now. The most inspiring lesson that Mr Zeng 

learnt is the importance of understanding the customers’ needs. Only when putting themselves in the 

shoes of the patients can entrepreneurs provide suitable services and products that customers are willing 

to pay for, and maintain their financial sustainability.

Mr Zeng also pointed out the strength of TangTangQuan comparing with other mobile health projects, 

which is the clear business target. TangTangQuan only focuses on T1D instead of other types of diabetes. 

T1D patients are mainly the young generation which use to online platforms. Moreover, they have great 

demand for insulin level management. These characteristics create good opportunities for TangTangQuan 

to promote their services through new media and attract them to buy medical services and products 

from TangTangQuan and help maintain financial sustainability of the company. And apart from setting up 

a patient education team, the company has started to make use of technology such as portable medical 

equipment and have collected continuous health data from these equipment and the App in recent years. 

At the individual level, patients’ HbA1c and self regulation levels have been improved and hypoglycemia 

rate has been reduced. At the system level, TangTangQuan promotes intelligent management for medical 

data and medical insurance development on the grounds of a big data bank. “ In the future, I hope the 

welfare and insurance services for T1D patients will be further improved and they can enjoy life of better 

quality,” said Mr Zeng.

About the social innovator
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Ji Xun,  Founder of Rare and Roll

奇途无障碍 
Rare and Roll
Don’t always rely on social welfare, be responsible to yourself, and take the 
initiative to fight for a better life by yourself.
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Chapter 1: Good Health and Well-being

“Travelling is a key to open the door to another world. It connects people and the community.” said by 

Ji Xun, the founder of Rare and Roll. Ji Xun is an enthusiast about travelling. She used to be a shy girl, but 

then she established a closer linkage with the world via travelling and stepped out of her comfort zone. 

Ji Xun has suffered from congenital muscular dystrophy since childhood. In 2007, since the examination 

system was not well developed at that time, there was no special assistance for the handicapped to 

accommodate their needs. Ji Xun was dissatisfied with her examination results and decided to study in 

the United States. Since then, Ji Xun stepped out of her comfort  zone and embarked on a journey of 

exploration.

Among her travelling experiences, the most impressive one was the road trip of her school. She first 

started to passively socialise with other people, and slowly she became more willing to share her thoughts 

and truly communicate with others.Not only did Ji understand different local conditions and customs, 

but she also figured out that the handicapped  in other countries were well protected. She began to 

reflect on her past experiences in China, and realised that she should not be treated unfairly. Therefore, 

She is determined to find better ways to fight for equal opportunities for the handicapped. The travelling 

experiences from these years have given Ji passion and enthusiasm, and they also encouraged her to find 

better methods to change her life. Travelling has let Ji find herself amid exploration.

The establishment of Rare and Roll is an opportunity. In 2014,  Ji travelled to France and found that 

some Europeans were quite interested in Chinese culture. After understanding the general atmosphere of 

European society, Ji realised China’s potential influence. After that , she joined the ENAT because of her 

strong desire for travelling. She constantly communicated with the association via emails for two years, 

and she also did volunteer work about translating Chinese language for the association. The founder of 

the association also realised the potential for China to develop  Accessible Tourism, so at the end of 2017, 

the activities of the European Union received chances and capital. They created Rare  and Roll together.

 

“Don’t always rely on social welfare, be responsible to yourself, and take the initiative to fight for a 

better life by yourself.” Ji Xun used this sentence to conclude the vision of Roll and Rare.  She thought 

that the handicapped should be responsible for their personal behaviour while they are striving for social 

resources. Thus, most of the offline activities of  Rare and Roll used the mode of cooperation, so that 

the handicapped participants would understand that the activities were not social welfare. Instead, they 

have to be more active to cultivate their sense of equality and truly assimilate into society. “Promoting 

accessible travel is a means, not a goal. To connect handicapped  people with the community and 

integrate into the society is our purpose.” Ji emphasised.

About the social innovator
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Mei Lingjie, Founder of MeihaoPsych

美好心理 
Meihao Psych
Managing MeihaoPsych is like playing video games, there are more 
challenges ahead after you have carried through your current task.
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Chapter 1: Good Health and Well-being

Take the road not taken?

 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and May, like Robert Frost, took the one less traveled by, and that made 

all the difference for her career.

 

Leading a sparkling, meaningful and fulfilled life, May is a glowing person to talk to. Never does she 

regret her decisions. Doing extraordinarily well in Cornell University as an undergraduate psychology 

student, May was a promising researcher in the field. Her thesis supervisor invited her to join her research 

team overseas upon graduation. However, May, who has a strong desire to make everyone around her a 

more fulfilling person, could not wait to get her hands on the practical ground. After due consideration, 

and careful risk management, she left her research tools behind and dived into the real world. She started 

MeihaoPsych, an online positive psychology content provider in the mist of COVID-19 in April 2020. May 

and her founding team, who have all graduated from renowned overseas universities, share a vision 

to share psychological knowledge for all and be a partner to those who seek to engage in personal 

development. MeihaoPsych wishes to empower people through psychoeducation by bridging high end 

jargons to the real-world context. Having said that, May and her team always keep themselves abreast of 

the most updated research development in the field. May highly encourages her staff to engage in life-

long learning, as she sees learning as a way to achieve sustainability for her start-up which offers personal 

development tips based on psychology research.

 

It certainly gets tricky when it comes to personal development, as life can be of different forms. What 

is the right thing to do in life? When asked of the directions by which MeihaoPsych opts to nudge their 

clients in counselling setting, May told us that MeihaoPsych wishes their clients to lead the best form 

of their life. She frankly admitted that the “right” way to live is subjective, thus, her team seeks to be a 

catalyst for people to grow into the best form of themselves by upholding a non-judgmental attitude.

 

May has definitely achieved transcendence as demonstrated by her noble manner in perceiving the 

world. She sees her business as an arena for self-actualization. Her business and her mindset are ever-

expanding. She cannot recall the happiest moment nor the greatest achievement in her career, as she 

sees her business as an ongoing challenge for herself. As she puts it, “… managing MeihaoPsych is like 

playing video games, there are more challenges ahead after you have carried through your current task…”

It is never only about profit margin for MeihaoPsych. They see the void in people’s hearts, which 

needs to be nourished by psychological “aha moments’ ‘ and filled by self-compassion. May is motivated 

by compassion and meaning, hoping to empower as many people as she and her team possibly can. 

Walking out from high-end research institutes, May and her team have always taken pride in upholding 

high ethical standards. When asked of the most important moral rule for her in leading MeihaoPsych, it 

was a no-brainer for May to pronounce “integrity”. May understands that there is a price to pay for being 

“honest” in the business world. But she said she is more than willing to make sacrifices in order to defend 

the intrinsic and social value of MeihaoPsych. As she recalls, “... we organised a face to face lecture, 

hoping to hold it during the “COVID window”, but we did not press on when the situation got worse again. 

There were certainly some customers unhappy about our decision to cancel it, but in MeihaoPsych, we 

do what we think is right.”

Is giving up a full-time job to start up MeihaoPsych an impetuous decision for May? It was not her first 

time to commit without backup plans anyways. One thing for certain, this side of her has proven to be 

leaving her no regrets all along.

 

Take the road not taken, with grace and integrity.

About the social innovator
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Ying Liu, Founder of Longlive

朗力養老 
Longlive
If we fail, at most we will only lose money and time, but if we succeed, many 
elderly people will be able to enjoy better services, which is worth it.
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Chapter 1: Good Health and Well-being

“If we fail, at most we will only lose money and time, but if we succeed, many elderly people will be 

able to enjoy better services, which is worth it,” said Liu Ying.

Liu Ying was originally the owner of an advertising company. In 2010, her father suddenly passed 

away. Liu Ying found out that she was busy with work and did not take care of her parents. So, she began 

to pay attention to the problems encountered by the elderly and choose to start a business related to 

elderly care services.

Because of her lack of experience in the elderly care industry, she and other friends who are also 

interested in this industry formed a team and spent a year and a half inspecting different places. She 

originally planned to establish a nursing home, but she thought the investment and return are not 

proportional. Also, she loves to try new things and doesn’t want to just do the same things as others. 

Therefore, she finally decided to establish a community elderly care service center and provide home-

based elderly care services. In 2011, where China’s elderly care industry was dominated by nursing homes, 

this was a very avant-garde move. It was even two years earlier than the Chinese government’s “9073” 

pension policy. In the first few years of operation, Liu Ying kept thinking of three questions. What is the 

rigid demand of the Chinese elderly? And most elderly people can afford it? And service providers have 

sustainable profit margins? In 2016, Longlive finally developed a business that satisfies these three points 

at the same time: aging-friendly retrofitting, and forming an “assessment + product + service” operation 

model, which includes developing an evaluation system and related products.

Longlive’s ability to become a leader of the elderly care industry in China has a lot to do with Liu Ying’s 

character that loves trying new things. She is a curious person and has many hobbies such as fishing, rock 

climbing, painting, dancing, and singing. “When I think of (something), I have to do it,” said Liu Ying. In 

addition, when asked why the majority of Longlive’s team are young people, she said that young people 

have strong innovation and learning abilities, and vitality. She and her team always overturn and adjust 

past decisions. “The only thing that remains constant is change,” said Liu Ying. Longlive’s innovative 

move to open a community elderly care service center and develop the business of adapting to aging has 

enabled Longlive to maintain its leading position in the elderly care industry.

She also said that she will not give up easily when encountering difficulties. Whether in the initial 

stage of establishment or in the process of developing an aging business transformation, Longlive has 

encountered many challenges. For example, in the early stage of operation, she faced problems such 

as capital flow and attracting talents. As well as when developing their own aging-friendly retrofitting 

evaluation system, due to the lack of precedents and industry standards, they spent a long time exploring 

how to develop a standardized and personalized evaluation system. Moreover, when expanding its 

business to Shenzhen in recent years, due to the better economic conditions of the elderly in Shenzhen, 

they have higher requirements for services. This is undoubtedly a new challenge for Longlive. However, 

Liu Ying thinks it is a good thing because it can make the company move forward.

The happiness of the elderly is the biggest reason why Liu Ying can persist in the elderly care industry. 

When asked what changes the process of social innovation has brought to her, she said that she has no 

desire for money now, and what she wants to do is to be able to infect others to do meaningful things 

together.

About the social innovator
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Good Heath
and Well-
being

愛照護
I-Zhaohu
We aim to stimulate elders’ self-reliance, enable them to return to their families and society 
with dignity.

Mike Yan, 
Co-Founder of I-Zhaohu
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“We aim to stimulate elders’ self-reliance, enable them to return to their families and society with 

dignity”. said by Mike Yan, one of the co-founders of I-zhaohu. Mike Yan studied information technology 

at university. After Mr. Ding established I-zhaohu in 2007, he became one of the co-founders of I-zhaohu 

and now, he is mainly responsible for the application of smart products for the elderly.

 

During the interview, Mike shared the problems they encountered. At first, they launched many smart 

products for the elderly such as wearable devices to monitor the movement of the elderly and know if 

they are in an emergency. However, they found that those bracelets cause skin problems. Meanwhile, 

older people think that it is annoying if they need to keep charging the wearable devices. After that, 

they started to make some adjustments in smart products such as installing the smart products on beds, 

kitchen cabinets, or televisions. It can reflect the elderly activities at home through the use of furniture. 

By using this method, the elderly will feel more secure, as they think no one is monitoring them, and they 

don’t need to take care of these smart equipment.

 

Another thing is that there are no nurses and caregivers at the elderly centre at first as Mike mentioned. 

“All the engineers and technicians become caregivers to take care of the elderly at the beginning.” 

Although they faced many difficulties when taking care of the elderly, they understood the concerns 

and the needs of the elderly in the course of being a caregiver such as the monitoring issues. It helps put 

themselves in the elderly’s shoes and think of different interventions to resolve the elderly care problems. 

In the meantime, they encountered many challenges when they scale up. “People do not want the nursing 

homes near their homes, because they are afraid of getting dirty.’’as mentioned by Mike. Also, policy 

barriers, with different scale up requirements, lead to an inability to expand their services. Therefore, they 

have done a lot of persuasive work when building nursing homes.

 

Mike also pointed out the strengths of I-zhaohu compared with other elderly care competitors, which 

is the IACC and P4P model adopted by I-zhaohu. P4P stands for pay for performance. People can pay 

for results, but not for services, to prevent over-service. In terms of his vision towards gerontechnology 

and home-based elderly care in China. Mike said that there are two main features focusing on China in 

the future.  The first one is community-based care services. The second one is digitised or technological 

care services. He mentioned, “Within 10 years, there will be 500 million elderly people in China, who 

must use smart methods to solve their needs. For example, we will use technology to deliver water, assist 

equipment, and these can replace medical nurses and reduce the manpower eventually.” At last, he 

emphasizes that he hopes more and more elderly people can benefit from technologies and enable them 

to return to their home with dignity.

About the social innovator
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Nick Zeng, Founder& CEO of People Strong

人人壯科技
People Strong
We aim to stimulate elders’ self-reliance, enable them to return to their 
families and society with dignity.
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“The world no longer has lonely elderly” and “the elderly care industry no longer be difficult to do” are 

the vision of Zeng Jingqiang, the founder of People Strong and his team.

 

Zeng had a close relationship with the elderly in his family. When he was a child, he liked to chat with 

them. When Zeng was studying for a master’s degree in Hong Kong, he found that his grandmother 

always forgot to take medicine. This made him want to design a medicine management product for the 

elderly. In 2015, a flower-shaped smart pillbox and app, with medication reminders and emergency rescue 

functions were launched on the market. In the same year, Zeng established People Strong, focusing on 

the smart elderly care industry. As a post-90s generation, he hopes to output vitality and creativity and 

get closer to the elderly.

 

“People who understand technology don’t understand elderly care, and those who understand elderly 

care don’t understand technology.” Zeng sensitively discovers the pain point in the market. “To find 

suitable products for the elderly and at the same time affordable, we must first understand their needs,” 

said Zeng. Therefore, he often goes to nursing homes to do market research. He does not treat the elderly 

only as research objects, but treats them sincerely and truly considers their needs. “Don’t be influenced 

by mainstream media. The elderly are not necessarily disadvantaged. We must appreciatively analyze 

their needs.” Said Zeng. After truly understanding the needs of the elderly, People Strong has launched 

smart watches, blood pressure monitors, blood glucose meters, and other products.

 

To operate a social enterprise in the elderly care industry, it is not enough to only care for the elderly. It 

is also necessary to create a sustainable business model. In addition to hardware sales, People Strong also 

provides smart elderly care customized solutions to elderly care operators. “It is hoped that through its 

products and cloud platform, the efficiency of the elderly care operators can be improved, and ultimately 

achieve the goal of providing better services to the elderly.” Zeng deeply understands that the current 

elderly care industry has disadvantages such as passive industry development and government-led 

leadership. Therefore, Zeng hopes to build an “Internet +” elderly care community in the future, operating 

in a purely commercial manner, without relying on government subsidies.

 

Zeng encountered many problems when operating People Strong, but he did not give up and 

came up with feasible solutions. For example, in terms of internal difficulties, Zeng was faced with the 

dilemma of the high mobility of the team at the beginning. To tackle this problem, Zeng learned the 

language of young people and understood their interests and became friends with his team. In terms 

of external difficulties, many elderly think electronic products are difficult to operate and refuse to use 

them. Therefore, People Strong provides electronic product training for the elderly in the community 

to eliminate their inherent impression. “The original intention of caring for the elderly and the ability to 

successfully create commercial value has allowed me to continue in the smart elderly care industry.”

 

During the interview, I found that Zeng is a caring and smart person. He spends a lot of time 

understanding the actual needs of the elderly and designs suitable products for them. This not only 

improves the quality of life of the elderly but also generates commercial value to support the long-

term development of People Strong. What I admire most is he never forgot his original intention. “Many 

businessmen only focus on benefits, but I always believe that being responsible to customers is the most 

important.” Zeng is not deceived by interests and has always maintained his original intention of serving 

the elderly. After overcoming many problems, he persisted. It is worth learning.

About the social innovator
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Shugong Fang, Founder of Shifangyuan

十方緣
Shifangyuan
Be brave to serve beneficiaries innovatively. Be brave to change the lifestyle 
of the public and even promote the reform of industry and policies
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Imagine one day, your life comes near an end and someone asks you what the most favourite thing 

is in your whole life, how will you answer it? For Fang Shu Gong, the answer is certainly staying with 

terminally-ill elderly. “Doing my favorite thing, I will not regret it when I die. Suddenly, I found out that 

accompanying the elderly is my favorite thing in life as well as sharing the joy of doing so,” said Fang.

 

Unbreakable tie with terminally-ill elderly

Fang studied in the aerospace profession and had not thought about contributing to terminally-ill care 

industry before 2011.

 

On one day in 2011, Fang visited an elderly centre and found out that everyone was surrounding an 

elderly called Mrs Lau who wanted to commit suicide as her son died. Fang went into Mrs Lau’s room and 

sat near her bed. Suddenly, Mrs Lau shared her story about her life as an early age with Fang. Through 

“song of fishermen”, she recalled the memory of making a living using a fishing net at that time. After 

talking to Fang for a while, Mrs Lau gave up her thought of committing suicide. This impressed Fang a 

lot. “When the elderly feel desperate, companionship is a powerful way to pull them back because what 

behind desperation is loneliness and what behind loneliness is the desire to be loved.”

 

Later, Fang figured out that this was a common phenomenon in mainland China, with 40 million 

critically-ill, terminally-ill elderly who needed mental care. Therefore, Fang initiated Shifangyuan with other 

9 founders in 2011 which aimed at providing mental care services for terminally-ill elderly. In the process, 

Fang believed that accompanying the elderly was his most favorite job and led to joy and harmony in 

heart. “Not only do we accompany the elderly, but the elderly also accompany us with their lives.”

Inspirations from elderly

There is an old saying that if people get one more lifetime, everyone can become a great man. However, 

we cannot go back to the past. But what we can do is to learn from others’ life experiences and this is the 

biggest gift for Fang when doing mental care services for terminally-ill elderly. “We are not helping the 

elderly. Instead, the elderly are helping us better understand the significance of being a human.” Fang got 

3 important inspirations from the elderly.

The first one is, the most meaningful thing for humans is the realization of the meaningless of life. 

Therefore, we can endow infinite meanings for life, and always live in joy and thankfulness.

 

The second secret is that every life needs to be cared for. “So do not analyze , do not judge , do not 

define, but just treat equally with love and companionship.” There will be a possibility for every life to 

transcend themselves when getting love and companionship.

 

The third secret is about the attitude when conducting hospice and spiritual care services. Fang 

thought that the best condition when accompanying the elderly was keeping joyful, harmonious and 

mindless condition. “Companionship is powerful. When caregivers become relaxed and mindless and 

fully accept themselves and the elderly,  the elderly will get the power to face death and there will be a 

possibility for them to transcend the fear.”

“I have faced many difficulties in these ten years but I never feel tired because I am doing what I 

enjoy.” In 2016, Fang faced a bottleneck in volunteer services training. There was huge money and time 

cost in training volunteers for providing professional mental care services but money and trainers were 

in shortage. Instead of staying in anxiety, Fang quickly formed an association with other organizations to 

standardize mental care skills for volunteers. On one hand, this could increase the efficiency of service 

training. On the other hand, it paved the way for scaling up Shifangyuan in the following years. “Using 

one word to conclude my whole journey, that is ‘敢 (bravery)’.” Fang thought ‘bravery’ should include the 

elements of being innovative and thinking big. “Be brave to serve beneficiaries innovatively. Be brave to 

change the lifestyle of the public and even promote the reform of industry and policies.”

About the social innovator
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Tony Tang, Founder of Jian Ai Charity

剪愛公益
Jian Ai Charity
It’s not about how big the enterprise gets, but how in-depth our core services 
are. And we want to share that experience with other regions to facilitate 
better nationwide development.
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In 2012, Tony Tang decided to visit a nursing home at the local neighborhood center right on the street 

he just moved to. What he saw shocked him. Elderly showing clear signs of dementia or loss of self-care 

ability were not treated with professionalism. Tang was no stranger to the condition - his grandmother, 

who suffered from Alzheimer’s, was unable to receive timely treatment due to lack of awareness.

Both experiences led Tang to realize just how little had changed in terms of dementia diagnosis and 

support. They also revealed a blank in the market. Social organizations were starting to take note of 

the problem, but no one had really developed a solution specific to the condition. With that in mind, 

Tang founded Jian An Charity in 2013. As a businessman, it was also his first time dealing with the inner 

workings of the public welfare industry “Though not a mission-driven decision, I knew I wanted to start an 

enterprise,” said Tang. “I gave myself three years to try, and if I failed I’d go back to my original profession.” 

Eight years onwards, the Shanghai-based enterprise has proven to be successful. Rather than traditional 

medicinal treatments, it specializes in early prevention and timely intervention of the condition to reduce 

the risk of dementia. Additionally, Jian Ai educates surrounding family members to ensure quality care 

and reduce stress from tending to dementia patients. But despite having expanded to six other cities and 

boasting almost 600 volunteers, its core team remains small in scale.

“It’s not about how big the enterprise gets, but how in-depth our core services are. And we want to 

share that experience with other regions to facilitate better nationwide development.”

Unlike a lot of social enterprises, Jian Ai never experienced financial struggles. In order to fulfil social 

needs more independently, sustainable profit is generated from paid services and the government’s 

policy purchases. However, Tang acknowledges the scarcity in talent and professionals required to 

expand to greater audiences, along with pointing out a lack of collaboration between existing enterprises 

in the industry.

“Right now, everyone is doing their own thing. We need to unite our operations via nationwide 

organizations in order to meet the high demand for solutions at all stages of dementia,” said Tang

Moreover, the Covid-19 pandemic brought to a halt all in-person services such as their offline facilities, 

forcing Jian Ai to rely on other alternatives. The enterprise took the opportunity to strengthen their 

online offerings and expand upon their use of digitization in traditional methods. And when asked about 

possible marketing integration with social media, Tang jokingly referred to it as a pain point.

“That is something that needs to be improved on - we don’t have much budget allocated for brand 

promotion nor are there any full-time staff working on it. The aim is to curate an active social media 

profile over the next three years,” said Tang. With less than half of the population having active awareness 

towards dementia, more time before Jian Ai’s 80% target is reached. Nevertheless, Tang was undeniably 

pleased with what the enterprise has achieved for the community and the industry, though he still noted 

room for improvement, as well as a desire to expand operations across the whole country. As for himself, 

Tang reveals he is already planning for a successor.

“It’s bittersweet. This enterprise has allowed me to achieve a lot, and I’ll definitely still be involved. But 

in five years I’d also like for me to manage my health, learn new things, improve abilities - just personal 

things,” said Tang. “It’s all about that balance.”

About the social innovator
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Sustainable Development Goal 4 of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development is to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality 

education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”. In this chapter, 

we present seven social enterprises that strive to make learning relevant and 

meaningful for learners and society.

Dummy Dad creates a dedicated space for fathers to bond with their children 

through carpentry, advocating for positive fatherhood and gender equality. 

Zaidi Nature rebuilds the connection between children and the earth 

through environmental education. Baohu Doudou is a pioneer in providing 

Comprehensive Sexuality Education to children and their families. In the area 

of youth development, Beyond the City curates experiential learning trips 

that promotes exchange between young people from the rural and urban 

areas, Shanghai Young Bakers empowers disadvantaged youth to overcome 

exclusion and poverty by giving them access to quality trainings, and The 

Conarium Research Institute provides a diverse range of career training and 

internship opportunities that ensure a smooth transition to the world of work. 

Young Education Consultants specializes in providing speech therapy and 

communication training for children with special needs. 

Chapter 2: Chapter 2: 
QualityQuality
EducationEducation
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Xujian Zhang, Founder of Dummy Daddy

笨爸爸 
Dummy Daddy
The meaning of life is to give life meaning.
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“The meaning of life is to give life meaning.”  Said Mr. Zhang Xujian, the founder of Dummy Daddy. 

Before founding Dummy Daddy, Mr. Zhang worked as a businessman for 12 years and traveled around for 

work. Until one day, his daughter talked with him on the phone, “Dad, when will you come to our home?” 

Mr. Zhang was shocked and upset. At that moment, he felt that all his hard work was meaningless. Since 

then, Mr. Zhang began to shift the focus from work to family and started to reflect on the meaning of life.

A wise and brave father

Mr. Zhang shared with us that he loves reading philosophical books. When he realized that her daughter 

was affected by mental and physical issues because of the absence of paternal company, he started to 

think about three famous philosophical questions: Who am I? Where do I come from? Where am I going? 

He shared that life has no meaning unless he gives meaning to his life. “The finance industry can develop 

vigorously without me, and the financial industry will grow well. There is no shortage of talents, but no 

organizations are doing paternal education in China. There is a big unknown. I dare to make a change and 

I am willing to solve this social issue.” With huge courage and enthusiasm, Mr. Zhang devoted himself to 

the establishment of the social enterprise.

From a successful businessman to a successful founder of a social enterprise

For Mr. Zhang, who only worked in the business field, there were many things to learn at the beginning 

of starting a social enterprise. During the learning process, he found that his financial work experience 

was very useful for founding Dummy Daddy. He discovered that in the field of social welfare, most of the 

projects are not sustainable, which are highly dependent on public donations and cannot achieve financial 

balance. This makes the brand difficult to scale up because the source of funding is unstable and there is 

not much thinking about sustainability. Using his more than ten years of business experience, Mr. Zhang 

believes that the successful development of a social enterprise must consider its model of sustainability, 

so he turned Dummy Daddy, which was a pure charity in the beginning, into a social enterprise. It has 

shifted focus on brand, service, and product standardization. It explains the reason why Dummy Daddy 

has been able to develop rapidly within these five years and continues to expand. Undoubtedly, the 

sustainable business model has played a key role.

Words to social entrepreneurs: Stay passionate

Mr. Zhang emphasizes that maintaining enthusiasm is extremely important for operating social 

enterprises. However, staying passionate is not easy. Mr. Zhang shared his methods of staying passionate: 

Set a long-term goal in order to get yourself well-prepared, keep learning from other social enterprises 

so that you can regain motivation, and communicate with the service targets frequently so that you can 

know if you are doing the right thing. “As long as you are doing the right thing, even if you fail, it doesn’t 

matter.” Mr. Zhang concluded.

About the social innovator
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在地自然 
Zaidi Nature
Children nowadays do not have much opportunity to actually get close to 
nature. I hope to bring children to nature, and get more people interested in 
nature.

Yu Wang, Founder of Zaidi Nature
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Wang Yu, the founder of Zaidi Nature, studied environmental education in the University of Wisconsin 

in 2002 through 2005. She always wanted to bring the knowledge on environmental education she 

learned abroad back to China and slowly bring it to life, so she established the Zaidi Nature education 

centre in 2012 . Zaidi Nature is a social enterprise that provides localized, life-oriented nature education 

courses and activities for children, young people and families. These courses and activities aim to build a 

platform for participants to grow together, and inspire them to experience and respect the environment 

through experiential learning. 

 

“In the early days, there were not many people participating in the activity, and it was necessary to go 

over the parents’ list one by one and invite them to participate again” Wang mentioned. It is clear that 

she is a person with perseverance. Even though the publicity was not big in the beginning, they did not 

get discouraged, as they believed that it is important for the child to interact with nature and society. 

They aspire to rebuild a relationship with the environment, no matter how much difficulty they encounter.

 

Other than the publicity, they encountered many problems during the operation. For example, since the 

main source of income comes from the activity fee, they don’t rely on sponsors and funding. Therefore, 

they did not have much capital to begin with. Things were worse especially during this pandemic, so they 

had to delay the payday. However, the mentors did not mind much, because they share the same goal 

and sense of mission. Zaidi Nature does not operate as a NGO: it does not rely on sponsors or funding. 

They want to put their beneficiary and programme to test, in order to create products that respond to the 

market need. Zaidi Nature aims to stay close to their beneficiaries, by raising awareness and spreading 

the knowledge on life-oriented nature education.

Wang also emphasizes the importance of experiential learning for the child. They not only teach the 

theory from the books, they want the children to observe and experience nature by themselves. One of 

the activities that Zaidi Nature offers is called “River Explorer”: it is an in-depth, comprehensive water-

themed nature experience. It stimulates children’s interest in nature and autonomous exploration, allows 

them to ponder upon the value of water resources and constructs children’s systematic view of water.

 

“We all have experience in environmental education, but our common concern is that children nowadays 

do not have much opportunity to actually get close to nature. I hope to bring children to nature, and get 

more people interested in nature”, emphasizes Wang. She hopes more and more people get engaged in 

lifelong learning, with the ultimate goal of building a sustainable society. At the end of the day, if children 

do not have the experience of being close to nature, how can we expect them to have the feelings of love 

and respect towards nature? 

About the social innovator
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保護豆豆 
Baohu Doudou
I like looking at obstacles from the positive side. Without any proven business 
models for reference in the field of sex education, Baohu Doudou could face 
less competition and enjoy higher visibility.

Jiawei Hu, Founder of Baohu Doudou
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Baohu Doudou, a social enterprise founded by Mr Hu Jiawei in 2015, provides sex education for children, 

parents and teachers in China. Mr Hu’s major job responsibilities include holding training workshops and 

preparing sex education curriculum for schools.  Mr Hu has been interested in and curious about topics 

that are related to sex since he was young, so he is very open-minded and willing to share his childhood 

experiences that are related to sex during the interview. Although his university major is food hygiene, 

his experience of participating in a sex education course in Wuxi city has changed his career path. “The 

birth of Baohu Doudou can be divided into 3 stages.” said Mr Hu. The first stage is his first experience 

of joining the sex education course in Wuxi city, the second stage is the startup of the project “Guardian 

Childhood” with his university schoolmates, which is an offline programme focused on sex education and 

the last stage is the registration of Baohu Doudou Technology Co., LTD. Mr Hu also explained the reason 

why he targeted his beneficiary from offline users to online users. Most of the mainland parents refuse to 

discuss sex topics and eventually their services cannot be delivered effectively, however, by utlising online 

technology and social media, Baohu Doudou can attract and connect more people with similar values. 

Mr Hu attracted a group of followers when he operated the “Guardian Childhood’’ programme with 

his university colleagues. “Being a key opinion leader during my university has assisted me to promote 

Baohu Doudou’s services.”

 

However, after he graduated from university in 2015, Mr Hu was the only one left in the team and 

he decided to keep running the entire social enterprise by himself. He then met his business partner in 

one of the annual events in Shanghai and decided to start up Baohu Doudou together. “I like looking at 

obstacles from the positive side,” said Mr Hu. He experienced a lot of difficulties at the beginning. For 

example, the lack of mature business models and government support. But Mr Hu said, “The small team 

size actually enabled opportunities for trial and error. Without proven business models for reference in 

the field of sex education, Baohu Doudou could face less competition and enjoy higher visibility.” Mr Hu 

is very enthusiastic and optimistic with his work as he sees it as a dream job. This passion of his fuelled 

up Baohu Doudou, making it a successful social enterprise in China. They have already organised 700 

courses online and offline since October, 2020. “I could say we are holding workshops and courses 

in the mainland almost everyday.” Mr Hu also shared a story about how Baohu Doudou and how sex 

education changed a child’s value of sex. One day, there is a beneficiary took the initiative to report a 

sexual harassment to his parents while other children in the village weren’t even awareness of the term. 

Mr Hu was very proud and satisfied with the change of this kid because he believed that sex education in 

the early age is very crucial and can protect children from various of sexual harassment while they grow 

up.

About the social innovator
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簡單筆記 
Beyond the City
Our ultimate goal is to eliminate inequality by connecting young people from 
the urban areas and the countryside. I believe our team is getting closer to 
the goal.

Jin Yifei, Founder of Beyond the City
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“I am delighted to witness the social change brought by Beyond the City.” said by a young and cheerful 

man, Mr Jin Yifei. He is one of the founders of Beyond the City and is responsible for designing tours and 

courses for children from cities and countryside in China. “Our ultimate goal is to eliminate inequality by 

connecting young people from the urban areas and the countryside. I believe our team is getting closer 

to the goal,” he said.

 

Mr Jin and his team have started operating Beyond the City since 2017 and they aim to connect 

children from urban and rural areas by education. He believes that education has a lower cost to operate 

than tourism, meanwhile education is more effective to achieve the outcome. In 2012, Mr Jin had a chance 

to take a tour in one of the rural areas in China and this experience inspired him to start the social 

enterprise. Children from urban cities can learn different local manners and cultures in rural areas while 

village children can broaden their world vision and increase their social competitiveness by visiting major 

cities in China, for example, Shanghai. “Vocational trip in cities” (城城城城) is a charitable activities for village 

children. Mr Jin also shared the difficulties that many village children are now facing. Strong and fierce 

labour market competition in China is the greatest challenge that youngsters from rural areas are facing 

in recent years. Their hometown has insufficient resources to equip them for their career development 

and thus, they can only seek low-income and low-skilled jobs in those rapid-developed cities. “This is a 

social inequality that our country cannot ignore and Beyond the City is going to tackle it.” said Mr Jin.

Since 2018, more than 300 kids from villages have benefited from the charitable project. Mr Jin believed 

that it is the most meaningful and valuable thing he gained in these 5 years. One of the kids who joined 

the first tour is now studying at Peking University Health Science Centre, the top university in China. Teens 

who have participated in the program are now volunteers of Beyond the City and they are very willing 

to share their own experiences with fellow participants. Mr Jin is grateful to witness the achievement of 

village kids. “Kids started thinking and seeking their career goals after visiting and exploring urban cities 

through our programs.” This is the objective that Mr Jin emphasised during the interview.

“We started Beyond the City with only 3 people and now we have 20 colleagues in our team. That 

is incredible!” Mr Jin thinks that friends’ recommendation is more effective to recruit people because 

empathy (Da qinghua) is the most powerful tool to gather people. “I thought I knew a lot about the 

villages in China, yet Beyond the City reminds me that there is still a lot to be discovered.” Mr Jin has 

shown a positive attitude and enthusiasm to Beyond the City as well as the whole project despite there is 

still a lot more to go in achieving their goals and objectives in following years.

 

About the social innovator
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海上青焙坊 
Shanghai 
Young Bakers
SYB is currently empowering like-minded NGOs and individuals to set up 
similar lines of business to alleviate poverty in a sustainable way.

Marie Augereau, Executive director of 
Shanghai Young Bakers (SYB)
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From Croissant to Co-Creating a bright future

Standing on her own feet in a cosmopolitan city like Shanghai was never in Wang Li’s dream, not to 

mention being a “hai gui”. Wang Li worked as a migrant worker in a toy factory in Guangdong Province 

right after her graduation due to financial difficulties. Her mother passed away long ago and she thought 

she was doomed to work from 7:30am to 10pm every day before she met Chung To, the founder of Chi 

Heng Foundation who introduced her to the Shanghai Young Bakers (SYB) training programme. Under 

the guidance of SYB instructors and her hard work, Wang, who has no prior knowledge in high-end 

French bakery, has mastered French bakery. She was later selected to take bakery classes in France. 

Coming back, she is now a “hai gui” instructor at SYB. Not only is she able to provide for herself and her 

family, her life has changed. She is able to actualise herself now with qualifications in French bakery. SYB 

training programme provides a platform for disadvantaged young people who dropped out of school 

due to similar reasons as Wang Li, such as parental imprisonment, and disability.

 

Originally a social innovation project of the French Junior Economic Chamber of Shanghai, Shanghai 

Young Bakers was founded in 2008 as a way to give back. Shanghai Young Bakers is committed to 

alleviate poverty in China by providing  free French bakery training to disadvantaged locals aged 17 to 23, 

empowering them to find qualified baking jobs and lead independent lives upon graduation. In addition, 

SYB is currently empowering like-minded NGOs and individuals to set up similar lines of business to 

alleviate poverty in a sustainable way. One of the successful stories would be Passang Lhamo. She was 

a graduate from SYB, and is now a French bakery instructor for blind youths at Braille Without Borders 

(BWB) in Shigatse. She learnt how to bake. She can bake for a lifetime. And she is now teaching others 

to bake for a lifetime.

 

When asked of the curriculum design of the training programme in relation to the life skills that SYBers 

need, Marie Augereau, the executive director of SYB says without a second thought that she will give 

SYBers what she thinks her own children need. As a mother of five, Marie is an empathetic, sharp and 

energetic woman, who is always fighting for the greatest interest of SYBers. As Marie mentioned, SYB 

wants to do as much as they can to prepare their students for the future. Thus, SYB welcomes professional 

help from legal, finance and various fields to improve SYBers’ employability. Workshops on wealth 

management, social media management and public speaking, are offered by volunteers. Not only will 

SYB tailor the curriculum to the needs of their students, they are also very sensitive to the backgrounds of 

the students; as Marie mentioned, they will brief the hotels where SYBers are doing internships to ensure 

a smooth transition.

Do contribute your strength and be part of the success recipe for SYB!

About the social innovator
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松果仁 
Conarium Research Institute
Passion takes time to prove, and it will transform from curiosity to a responsibility to your 
employees, the needy, and the community.

Fu Qian, Founder of Conarium Research Institute (CRI)
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“Creating social value in business opportunities” -- this is the company’s direction advocated by

Mr. Qianfu, the founder of CRI.

Mr. Qian and his team were concerned about the topic of youth growth and career development early 

on, but there were not many related organizations in Nanjing. “The number of students in universities 

in China are tremendous, probably around 42 million students.” He noted. He wanted to help these 

students and workplace newcomers to move more smoothly from college to the workplace by improving 

their career skills and gaining practical experience through exciting events that were different from the 

traditional lectures. After accumulating several years of experience and gaining a deeper understanding 

of social enterprises, CRI officially transformed into a social enterprise in 2018.

Although the transformation process was smooth, Mr. Qian encountered several obstacles in the early 

stage of the organization’s establishment. Since social enterprise was not a common type of business in 

China, they used to be confused about what they wanted to offer and their mission, and they lacked role 

models for reference simultaneously. Not many people were concerned about the issue, the organization 

thus lacked experts and stable financial support. Mr. Qian had even encountered crises when the investor 

left the organization with six months of income. We were curious why Mr. Qian could talk about it in a 

light and humorous tone, “We are still angry about that, but it motivated us to do better and be seen 

by more people.” He answered. Mr. Qian commented that he is a person who likes challenges and doing 

things that no one else has done, so he is rather more determined than frustrated. The members of CRI 

are young, enthusiastic, and fearless, and believe that “keeping your edge and love is the only way to 

achieve your dream”

Mr. Qian said they plan to offer more diverse activities for students from different cities and even 

those studying abroad to participate. Through activities such as national innovation forums and 

innovation leadership camps, adolescents will be encouraged to focus on various social issues and think 

of an innovative solution through their research and discussion with peers. He hopes that these young 

people can provide fresh blood and ideas for social innovation in the future and even become new 

social entrepreneurs to solve social problems. Not only education, but poverty, environmental protection, 

health, and other issues also can have enough talents to join.

At the end of the interview, Mr. Qian gave some advice to people who want to be social

innovators; be clear about the social issues you want to focus on and spend time exploring them. 

Provide the most suitable solutions readily accepted and liked by the public; otherwise, you cannot have 

sustainable revenue while solving problems. And finally, you must stick to what you love. Passion takes 

time to prove, and it will transform from curiosity to a responsibility to your employees, the needy, and 

the community.

.

About the social innovator
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雅恩 
Young Education Consultants
Do one thing, and do it well.

Qiongxia Bian, Young Education Consultants
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It is never easy to venture into uncharted territories, to pave the way for others to follow in your 

footsteps. Young Education Consultants was one of the firsts in the field to provide intervention and 

training for children with special education needs like speech and language impairment or delay and an 

autism spectrum disorder. They have been providing help and bringing hope to children and families for 

16 years, at the same time facilitating the growth in awareness and recognition of the industry in China.

Ms. Bian Qiongxia started as a doctor but she realized that a lot more still needed to be done outside 

of hospitals for children with special education needs after years in the field. In her 40s, she wanted to 

contribute more to society. She set out to create a company for this gap that needed to be filled, not just 

by anyone, but by professionals who understand the issue as well as possess the professional knowledge 

and necessary training to provide help. With encouragement and support from colleagues in the field of 

child psychology, she founded YEC in 2005, striving to provide personalized help and intervention that 

these children could not get from hospitals or schools. YEC has been challenged by countless obstacles, 

especially in their early years, without any prior examples in the country to look to. It was only after a few 

years of exploration and experimentation that they were able to settle into a more standardized format 

of operation that allowed for replication and expansion. Over the years, they were also met with other 

challenges like constantly losing talents after training them at YEC and occasionally even the children 

who were under their guidance. Ms. Bian, however, sees this as inevitable but also still a way to contribute 

to the field, as after all YEC has been trying to build a more complete training system to bring more 

talents into the field. During the pandemic, they have also had to adapt to the changes while at the same 

time trying to accommodate the needs of families who used to be unable to benefit from their services 

due to geographical constraints

Ms. Bian emphasized the importance of doing something from the heart and with a conscience, and 

genuine intention of doing something good for society and not just for the sake of profit. There are 

countless companies out there that do similar things as YEC, but the reason why so many parents still 

come to them, other than the fact that they are one of the best in the field, is because it is apparent how 

much Ms. Bian and her company care about the work they do. Ms. Bian lives by one motto – do one thing, 

and do it well. She has gone through her fair share of ups and downs throughout her career so far, but 

her persistence in her work and commitment to the cause has allowed her to triumph over every snag in 

the way and come out stronger through adversity..

About the social innovator

Quality 
Education
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Sustainable Development Goal 4 of the United Nations 2030 Agenda 

for Sustainable Development is to “make cities and human settlements 

inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”. In this chapter, we present 

seven social enterprises that advocate for social and environmental 

sustainability through innovative products and services.

HowBottle is a trailblazer in sustainable fashion, creating trendy 

bags and accessories out of plastic bottles. AoBag revolutionizes the 

mainstream recycling system by introducing a digital platform that 

makes recycling easy and fun. Gooday runs an experiential hostel 

that put the concept of sustainable living into action. Sacred Earth 

aims at empowering the indigenous communities through developing 

ecological research, education and tourism programs. Blue Sheep sells 

handcrafts produced by the underprivileged in hopes of providing them 

income and social independence. NANOxARCH integrates sustainable 

materials with architecture design. I-PAI encourages people to take 

ownership of their community and promote public interest through 

participatory filmmaking.
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Jiayu (Supa) Lun, COO of HowBottle

好瓶 
HowBottle
As long as we don’t fall, we can convince the world that this 
(social innovation) is possible and achievable
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“For whom to do environmental protection? Protecting the environment is actually protecting Yourself.”

 

In the city, there is a young team, who are marine and outdoor enthusiasts. Whenever seeing different 

kinds of rubbish scattered in the mountains and the sea, they always feel that they should take action. 

Thus, HowBottle was born, a social enterprise engaging in the industry of sustainable fashion. It strives 

to solve single-use plastic pollution in urban areas in China. The chief operating officer, Lun Jiayu (Supa) 

shared their stories on the road of social innovation.

Before the trip on social innovation, Supa studied biotechnology at university. However, the research 

work wasn’t suitable for her which requires a long time to see the impact. That’s why she joined a non-

governmental organization (NGO), providing immediate support to the needy. Unfortunately, this wasn’t a 

suitable route for her either. She found out limitations in operating NGOs. During her master’s degree, she 

got the chance to study social enterprises and entrepreneurship in the United States. She got attracted 

by the concept of social enterprise. Her classmates started their enterprises while studying when they 

discovered a social issue. Her interest in social innovation grew day by day. “Social enterprise may be 

the right route for me, but I am not sure whether I can adapt to such a business-related world.” Such 

unknowns gave her the courage to go to Africa and India alone. She joined an Indian startup, experiencing 

the operation of a company. Most people think these places are bad and a girl shouldn’t go there alone. 

But she holds an entirely different perspective, “Nothing is a thing. You only know it when you do it!”

When Supa came back to China, she met HowBottle, a sustainable brand of using plastic bottles to 

create trendy products. It turns short-lived single-use plastics into bags and accessories that are full of 

emotional connections, promoting sustainable consumption to Chinese young people and eventually 

protecting the environment. Supa sent out her CV off the top of her head. Working closely with this 

team, she realized social enterprise is purer with good intention, being less complicated than the normal 

business sector.

“When we encounter obstacles, we put ourselves in others’ shoes, so that we can tackle theproblems 

more effectively.”

Supa and her teammates operate HowBottle with their hearts and determination. She mentioned, 

“We have proceeded from ‘0’ to ‘1’, but working from ‘1’ to ‘100’ is the key now.” Although HowBottle 

has encountered different difficulties throughout its journey, it never gives up. The spirit of “As long as 

we don’t fall, we can convince the world that this (social innovation) is possible and achievable” kept 

them going. At this stage, consumers have a deeper understanding of sustainable consumption. Being 

innovative is essential for producing better products. “By raising a flag that doesn’t fall, we desire to 

spread hope to everyone.” HowBottle will keep striving to bring changes and hopes to the city.

About the social innovator
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Jianchao Wang, CEO and Founder of Aobag

奧北 
Aobag
Instead of complaining about how bad the environment is and how no one 
seems to care, why not do something about it and make it better ourselves?
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“Instead of complaining about how bad the environment is and how no one seems to care, why not do 

something about it and make it better ourselves?”

Imagine living in Beijing and having to walk past a landfill every day on your way to work, seeing 

plastic bags and pieces of paper floating in the air on windy days as if the sky is just raining down trash. 

And then imagine your utter shock and bewilderment when you go to America and see how clean their 

streets are, how fresh their air is, and on top of that, how they have five different types of trash cans for 

different kinds of wastes when some people cannot even handle one. This is exactly what the CEO of 

Aobag, Jianchao Wang experienced before he started dedicating his life to the waste management and 

recycling industry, and what drove him down the road of creating this platform to encourage and educate 

the public on waste classification and recycling.

Growing up, his father used to tell him to study hard and do well in school, or else he would have to 

make a living by picking up trash. Little did he know that he would eventually end up giving up his career 

as a software engineer at Microsoft to do exactly that. When asked about this change in his life and how 

this decision was received by his family and friends, he admitted that it did take some communication 

and explaining before they understood, especially for his family. “ For my family, it was difficult because 

giving up a stable income to do something that not only is unreliable but also does not have a good 

reputation would affect them a lot.”

“Your biggest enemy is yourself.”

When Wang and his partner began their entrepreneurial journey, like most people, they were met 

with immense challenges. His biggest challenge was learning how to really understand and improve 

himself. “You might have developed a certain mindset or way of dealing with problems throughout your 

upbringing or other experiences in life, and it is not until you work with someone else and make mistakes 

that this mindset would be challenged.” However, concepts that people have relied on for so long would 

be very difficult to change, no matter how harmful it is, which is one of the reasons why Wang believes 

that it is so important to have good business partners to lean on during this process of self-discovery 

and reinvention. In his ten years of experience, he understood that to make a business successful and 

long-lasting, one must cast aside their prejudice and look at the underlying issues with an unbiased 

perspective.

Despite being a waste classification and recycling company, at the end of the day, Aobag is still doing 

it for the people, especially those who work hard every day to collect and sort trash. No matter how 

much better the environment is, how much waste they have reduced, the true value lies in what they do. 

Besides seeing more people actively participating in recycling, Aobag wants to make the lives of those 

workers easier, so they can bend down one less time, do one less turn, and take one less step.

About the social innovator
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麗日 
Gooday
Sustainable living is not just a concept to bear in mind, but an action to be taken.

Tingting Li, Founder of Gooday
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Gooday is a social enterprise that went back into the arms of mother nature and strives for its 

environmental missions in the rural parts of China. The story of Gooday started with a young lady called 

Li Tingting. Li grew up in Dali, Yunnan, a beautiful city surrounded by natural scenery and wildlife. Li 

slept under the starlight, ran with grass under her feet, and learned from nature. She developed a bond 

with nature and synchronized with the world when she was still a child, “Love life, love nature.” gradually 

became her motto. Li loved and cherished the environment, but her upbringing alone did not drive her 

to start a business in the rural area, her years in the city did. After graduating from secondary school, 

Li went to Kunming, one of the biggest cities in China, and worked her way to becoming a teacher at 

Yunnan University. However, the longer Li stayed in the ivory tower, the more she struggled with her 

true mission in life. In 2012, while Li was doubting the impact of her social work teachings, a real-life 

environmental crisis got to her—the haze issue, that showed her the importance of tackling social issues 

with educational actions.

That was when Li encountered permaculture, which was a concept and lifestyle to adopt self-sufficient, 

eco-friendly approaches. She spent 2 years studying the concept and refined her vision for the world and 

humans. Li realized, to become an educator with actions, she has to leave the ivory tower, go deep into 

the rural areas and build permaculture systems, teach modern citizens the essence of co-existence with 

the environment. She said to herself, “Do what you can, do what you want.”, and she resigned from her 

stable job, dived into the rural areas and started the journey of being an innovator.

So, in 2015, as the autumn leaves fell back to the ground, Li found her way to a small village in rural 

Kunming and went back to nature. Li soon ran into her first obstacle—she knew nothing about sustainable 

systems and architecture. But with the help of volunteers, raw resources provided by mother nature, 

and her firm belief in promoting a sustainable lifestyle, she overcame and built a permaculture center 

from scratch and named it “Gooday”. Gooday is an experiential hostel in which everything guests use, 

touch, eat is built and operated with natural materials. It offers guests not only a taste of self-efficient 

and sustainable living but also the conceptual change on how people perceive their relationship with 

the environment. Li and Gooday never meant to encourage the abolishment of modern life, instead, 

they want to combine modernity with the natural order. By going back into nature, Li hopes her actions 

can shed light on the importance of sustainability and co-existence with the earth, thereby solving the 

environmental crisis fundamentally.

About the social innovator
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自然聖地 
Sacred Nature
Modern thinking assumes that indigenes are poor, uneducated and ignorant...However, they 
have lived on the same land for generations. Important ecological knowledge and wisdom 
was accumulated through their long-term observations and interactions with the natural 
environment and passed on generations through their cultural and ritual practices.

Vivian Song, Founder of Sacred Nature
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“The indigenous are much better than us.”

What is the first thing that comes to your mind when talking about living in rural areas?

Poverty? Uneducated? Or outdated? What Vivian Song sees in them is the valuable wisdom and unique 

culture: “People think they should be replaced, but they don’t.” She sees the indigenous’ experience 

of living in harmony with nature as a key enabler in bringing new ideas and solutions to ecological 

conservation. Sacred Earth is a new social enterprise established by a group of people who share this 

view.

Interacting with the indigenous people broke down stereotypes and gave Vivian new inspiration.”They 

have their own definition of a satisfying life, and some of them don’t think they have to go to the city for 

schooling or work. They love the land that they grew up with and want to stay here to help with their 

hometown’s development.” She said, “But at the moment, tourism development in the country is still 

profit-driven, with investors choosing attractive places and starting to build lots of hotels and restaurants 

to bring in large numbers of tourists.” She has seen the wildlife corridors were ruined, the native flora 

and fauna lost their living places, and the local inhabitants moved away when their lives were seriously 

disturbed. “What reason do they have to stick around when they find that their familiar neighbours have 

become strange merchants, and there’s almost nothing that remains the same?” She pointed out such a 

sad fact, “Worse still, few tourists will visit the same place, and investors would not hesitate to abandon a 

place that lost its appeal. Development may take only a few months, while ecological restoration will take 

centuries, and who will pay for the consequences?”

To get out of the woods, Vivian has set her sights on the innovation potentials and possibilities from 

the inhabitants. Some of them can sing and dance, some can paint notable works, and what they have in 

common is their knowledge and love of every blade of grass in the place where they grew up. Sacred Earth 

hopes to empower the indigenous community to develop and profit independently, rather than allowing 

outside businesses to make money here and herd the aboriginals to the city. “They can become nature 

guides after training or become KOL on social media platforms like TikTok to promote their hometown. 

Visitors can learn and experience the real and unique culture and customs of the place through the 

indigenous people, not just cursory sightseeing.” Vivian said she hopes that more people will engage in 

meaningful and responsible tourism with her efforts and those of the organization. They would learn to 

be respectful of the indigenous community and natural environment. It’s going to be a long process, but 

Vivian said, “What we have in mind is that I can provide a better environment for living, for me, for my 

next generation, and even all kinds of beings on earth.

About the social innovator
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Rachel Pinniger, Founder of  Blue Sheep

岩羊社區手工禮品店 
Blue Sheep
Most of our sales come from stories that come with the product. If people 
understand the stories of the people that make them, that’s when they really 
get involved.
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Rachel Pinniger never expected to stay in Chengdu, nor did she ever plan on opening a store. Having 

arrived during the 2008 earthquake to help as a medical professional, Pinniger instead discovered the 

inability of economically disadvantaged ethnic minorities, often with disability or disease, to make a living 

despite their craftsmanship.

 

The desire to help others ultimately led her to create Blue Sheep, a social enterprise that sells goods 

produced by the underprivileged in hopes of providing them income, social independence as well as 

increasing self respect. In recent years, the establishment has evolved beyond its product-based mode 

to include second-hand collection and public workshops, even working towards becoming a registered 

cafe. From collaborating with Alibaba on making a documentary to curating their own social media 

content, Blue Sheep has also embraced the power of storytelling.

“Most of our sales come from stories that come with the product,” said Pinniger. “If people understand 

the stories of the people that make them, that’s when they really get involved.”

In spite of changing the lives of individuals and attitudes of the public towards these communities, 

success was far from easy. Blue Sheep experienced slow local growth, attracting more tourists than the 

intended domestic audience; in order to sustain the business, Pinniger sacrificed most of her income, 

opting to tighten her belt and redistribute the profits to those in need; Covid-19 left her 500 miles away 

from the store, having been unable to return to China from the UK for over a year. Yet while others would 

have given up, Pinniger didn’t seem to worry at all.

 

“Faith is my biggest motivation. Rise and fall of businesses are a natural progression, so if the shop is 

still here, it is a message of God asking me to continue,” said Pinniger.

 

Still, she understands the hardships surrounding the industry’s development as a whole. Of late, 

enterprises have started to take social impact into consideration, while public sentiment regarding 

poverty and disability has improved. However, much more effort is needed for policies to improve and for 

full awareness to be achieved. And Pinniger herself acknowledges the difficulties behind financial return.

 

“We must have businesses like a cafe alongside handicrafts to make it profitable,” said Pinniger. “Similar 

shops may not become mainstream because it’s too hard to keep going without government help.”

 

Nevertheless, there’s no denying the impact brought about by Blue Sheep. Pinniger smiled as she 

expressed amazement over how long the store has lasted. Though optimistic about its growth in the 

coming years, she welcomes the idea of a successor, admitting that it would not be possible for her to 

stay in China forever. Afterall, she is already 76 years old. But whether it be gardening, travelling or writing 

a book on health care, Pinniger does not want to sit around. To her, age is no limit. And retirement? Not 

even a thought.

 

“I want to see it go on, as long as it is needed, perhaps even transition it to a high end shop,” said 

Pinniger. “I want to reach out to more talented people in the country and bring it to the urban area.” 

 

“I just want to do something helpful for someone.”

About the social innovator
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材料乘以設計 
NANOxARCH
I dream of a harmonized and healthy world, where humans do not try to conquer nature but 
reconcile with it.

Yuxi Lei, 
Founder of NANOxARCH
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Many people believe that dreams are just fantasies. But have you ever thought about what would 

happen if we truly work hard and do not give up on our dreams even in the face of obstacles? Perhaps 

Miss Lei Yuxi’s story can provide the answer.

Like all youngsters, Lei had a dream. Young Lei never saw nature as a tool. Instead, she believes that 

humans are space and environment users, just like all beings in the world. That is why Lei dreamt of a 

harmonized and healthy world, where humans do not try to conquer nature but reconcile with it. As a 

chemistry major university student, Lei thought of combining nanomaterials with architecture design, 

making architecture as environmentally friendly as possible. To pursue her dream, Lei traveled to the US 

and further studied material design, and received her Master’s degree. However, during her study, she 

realized that nanotechnology was not applicable to her ideal material design. In the mess of distress, 

Lei’s persistence led her to her “book of answers”, which gave her the idea of creating the “breathable” 

material — sustainable material made of waste and garbage. That was the beginning of Lei’s new chapter 

of realizing her dream.

Chasing dreams is never easy. With the new idea and a clearer vision on how to achieve her dream, 

Lei started with exploring opportunities within existing enterprises and organizations in China. However, 

none of the organizations she approached was in the development direction she had envisioned, nor 

could provide her the support she needed. It was during the autumn of 2018, Lei was determined to start 

her own company, NANOxARCH, hoping to accomplish what she dreamt with aspirations. Being the very 

first company that invented and focused on sustainable material design in China, Lei and NANOxARCH 

started in a rough patch. The company was not trusted by clienteles, and received very little support from 

investors and the government. Constructing design templates and models, attending public and private 

events, Lei never gave up on believing in sustainable material design and hoped that clients and society 

would too. Finally, in a sustainable development exhibition, NANOxARCH presented a living space model 

made with 100% sustainable materials. It not only caught the attention of enterprises but also brought 

multiple businesses and cooperative opportunities for NANOxARCH. Since then, Lei and NANOxARCH 

have been cooperating with more companies and marching towards their goal of popularising sustainable 

materials. Despite the accomplishments and milestones achieved, Lei believes that she has not yet fully 

achieved her dream. Lei is determined to work harder in this field and create her ideal world, where there 

is no trash and garbage, only a harmonized and better nature.

About the social innovator

Hai Wang, Founder of I PAI

愛拍 
I PAI
People are no longer the models in the photos as they become photographers. 
They can record their stories and even discover community issues.
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IPAI’s journey is very inspiring. It is established by Wang Hai, an independent documentary director, and 

an enthusiastic social innovator. His impactful personal experience made him determined to participate 

in social innovation.

Wang Hai’s journey in social innovation started in 2003. Cooperated with Greenpeace, he reported 

social innovators’ work in Yunnan’s and Anhui’s villages and was influenced by them. Afterwards, he 

started to pay attention to social innovation. After joining a film festival in 2006, he discovered that 

documentaries’ influence was limited in its own market. Thus, he is determined to let more people watch 

these documentaries, raising public awareness on social issues. To achieve this goal, he opened “Reality 

Cinema” in an abandoned factory which was a 300-square-meter abandoned factory in Shanghai Nanjing 

Road. He organized this free communication platform for directors and audiences. Each sharing session 

was packed, being the milestone of Wang’s life. Also, he realized many people want to participate in 

photography and video production.

The takeaway from “Reality Cinema” motivated Wang to walk into the community, being I PAI’s first 

step. Being a leader, he promotes participatory video to the citizens in Pudong New Area, Shanghai. 

“People are no longer the models in the photos as they become photographers. They can record their 

stories and even discover community issues,” Wang said. Through photos and videos, citizens can 

speak for themselves, and Wang can do more community research. At this stage, Wang has already 

switched from a director to a social innovator, using images to solve social issues. Nowadays, he is also 

an influencer, promoting the concept of philanthropy and space for public voice. Not only Wang but I 

PAI also undergoes an inspiring journey. Recently, the development of new media’s development grows 

rapidly. Particularly, live broadcasts and short videos have become very popular. These influences I PAI 

greatly. Innovation is the key point for I PAI to adapt to such a fast-changing situation.

I PAI also has new plans under new media’s influence. Firstly, I PAI has invested in an experiential live 

broadcasting room since 2020, being an upgrade for more online activities and courses. I PAI has already 

earned profits since September 2020. As the next step, I PAI is going to move out of the room, holding 

a “Hope on the farmland” Live broadcasting in Yunnan’s village. Secondly, I PAI will cooperate with 

experts to work on its accounts in TikTok and Channels, being the new promotion platforms. Although 

the uniqueness of I PAI’s service is challenged by new media, learning from these mainstream media 

platforms provides new ways of presentation and promotion for I PAI. Also, I PAI is very flexible as Wang 

mentioned that a 60-minute documentary can be cut into thirty 3-minute clips in TikTok, fitting with the 

current trend. The journeys of Wang and I PAI are under different influences. With an open attitude, I 

PAI can adapt to the atmosphere, turning a challenge into a new opportunity. Nowadays, they become 

influencers with their enthusiasm and services.

About the social innovator
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Social Innovator in China 改變了我一直以來對商業的看法。我以前會認
定商界的人一定會唯利是圖、用手段把自己的市場份額擴展到最大。可是親身
跟不同的社創家傾談後，我感覺他們雖然想有利潤，但同時更希望有更多的
同路人，一同把慈善事業做好。不少社企更積極著手幫助初創社企，令更多人
受惠。

這個計劃讓我最深刻的就是社創家們的熱誠。即使在創業過程中遇上重重
困難，但社創家們都不約而同地回答，是因為熱誠，才得以堅持。當然，空有
一腔熱誠並不足夠，更重要的是從受惠者角度出發： 不是提供我們覺得他們
需要的產品或服務，而是針對受惠者真正的需要；不需要商業規模做得有多
大，更重要的是做到有成效。

這次的Social Innovator in China 讓我收穫不少。我原本對於內地的社企
了解不多，這次的各個訪問給予我寶貴的經驗去深入了解它們。這些社企的
理念、創意、經歷、甚至是創辦者和受惠者的一些小故事，都十分觸動我的內
心。可能不少人覺得社會創新是紙上談兵、或者比較沉悶，但內地的社企打破
這些觀念，社會創新這個概念是可行的、有趣的、甚至是「好玩」的，而他們那
份想為社會出一分力的純粹更值得我們去學習。

這個計劃讓我對內地社企有更深的認識，同時了解社創家們的故事。在跟社
創家們的訪問中，有一句話讓我感受很深，「唯一的不變就是改變」，這些改
變並不單純是為了利益，也是為了更貼合服務對象的需求，社企很好的證明了
社會問題是可以通過可持續的商業模式來解決的。儘管在經營社企的過程中
遇到很多困難，但社創家依然能保持初心，讓企業始終保持溫度，實在值得我
們學習。

Social innovator in China 讓我對中國大陸的社企有更深入的了解，也知道了很多創辦人背後的
故事。除了一些理念外，當中令我印象最深刻的是其中一位創辦人的話：「社企定位以及知道服務對
象的痛點對在創辦過程是非常重要。」 我以前認為擴張就是一間社企成功的開始，但原來首先有了
一個明確的定位，專注做好自己領域的事，才可以在市場上立足，維持競爭力。各位創辦人分享了很
多寶貴的經驗，真的讓我獲益匪淺，也知道創辦的過程真的不容易，對於他們更是打從心裡敬佩。他
們更是打从心里敬佩。

Law Shu Wah Emma 羅書華

Selina 林春穎

Shela 黃曉茵

Jenny 張翠珊

Agnes 杜詠詩
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